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ABSTRACT

Most video games share some core components  including styles, surface treatments, 

colors, and lighting. All these elements contribute to in-game environments, giving them 

recognizable and believable visual appearances. In this thesis study, building styles 

and surface treatments will be approached as longitudes, colors and lighting will be 

established as latitudes, weaving together to create aesthetic architectures that come 

with atmosphere ambient in game environments. Each layer in game is not revealed all 

at once but layer by layer, very much like peeling off onion skins.

 

From first person perspective, several of architectural styles will be populated in a 

distinguished environment and terrains. Beginning from a lower elevation, players will 

explore and discover many aesthetic levels of details throughout paths all the way to the 

top of the hill. In each turn of the corner, various visual experiences in terms of forms, 

lighting types, colors and texture materials will be engaged with viewers. Players will 

immerse in this articulated game environment and gain personal gameplay experience 

ultimately.

 
 

 

 

 



INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction to aesthetic architectures in game environments.  

 

B. Thesis Statement

A successful story can be told by peeling away the level of details through aesthetic 

architectural styles in the game environment. The onion-skin approach is a natural way 

to create visually compelling, recognizable level design.

 

I. ART REVIEW

THE SYMBOLS OF AESTHETIC ARCHITECTURES IN ART HISTORY

A.    Gothic Cathedrals (the symbol of the transcendence)

  

B.    City hall is located in the center of town square (the symbol of political power)

  

C.   Urban Planning with various social classes (the symbol of earthy, mundane, and 

practical world) 

 

EXAMPLES OF AESTHETIC ARCHITECTURES IN GAME ART

A.         Fable Series

B.         Assassin’s Creed Series

C.         Epic Citadel

 



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

AESTHETIC ARCHITECTURES CONSIDERED AS NARRATORS

 Aristotelian Definition Of Narrative

   Plot (narrative)

 

By BrokenSegue http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

File:Freytags_pyramid.svg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cathedral Three-Action Plot 
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NARRATIVE ELEMENTS IN 3D GAME ENVIRONMENTS(in this thesis study ）

A.  Characters /Architectures (in this thesis study, the architectures are the characters)

B.  Mood Settings (Ambient Atmosphere) (drama, tragedy, comedy), 

In this thesis study, it will be a drama.

1. Colors

2. Lighting

C. Perspectives (Spaces and Scales)

D. Camera Views

2.1.      First and Second person views

Look and feel



2.2      Third person view

Look and feel

F. Music / Sound Effects

 

 

III. LEVEL OF DETAILS (LOD)

Definition of Level of Details

1. Technical term

Level of Details in 3D Game Environments

   

  3D Game Environments

Fable Series

Assassin’s Creed Series

Epic Citadel

 

Onion Approach Diagram

● Cathedral (internal)
● Cathedral (external)
● Upper town architecture
● City Hall / Town Square
● Lower town architecture
● Area landmarks

● Environment Concept (General landscape)

● Lighting, ambient atmosphere
  

A. Gothic Cathedrals



Internal

External

  

1.    Color and lighting

Rouen Cathedral (Monet)

2. Surface treatments and architectural style

     Standing beneath this massive structure, viewers will lose their perspective. This 

religious architecture empower enormous amount of epic experience in its scale, design 

and details for anyone who dare to stand in front of the Gothic Cathedrals and feel humble 

again.

  

B. City Hall / Town Square

1. Color and lighting

2. Surface treatments and architectural style

     There is a well designed Victorian style water fountain sitting in the middle of the 

town square; surrounded by some highly classic Baroque style administrative building 

over shadowed the nearby landmarks, such as, old bell tower, marble stone statues and 

historical monuments.

  

C. Urban planning of the Ring City

1. Color and lighting

2. Surface treatments and architectural style

  

2.1.Upper town architecture / Rich Class( located in right above city hall and scattered 

around the hill side) Some gated mansions can only be peeked through the fences or 
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opened woods. Each mansion has unique architecture loaded overwhelmingly ornate 

and decorative details.

2.2. Mid town architecture/ Middle Class (tightly populated around the mid section of ring 

city. Building styles reflects medieval time, build by brick, stones and wooden frames. 

Business and general stores scattered around the streets

2.3.Lower Town Architecture / Poor Class (lower elevation of the ring city, chaotic 

environment setting, filthy market place mixed with low quality residential structures 

(build by rustic wood planks), disorganized city planing.

 

VI. TECHNICAL REVIEW

A. Sketches Design

Initial sketches are created based on all relevant visual designs from photos, 

paintings and books. The final design will be combinations with all the elements 

above in order keep the its originality of design concepts.

  

B. Modeling

1. 3D layout/Blocking (Giving a sense of scale)

2. Low Res. Modeling in Max (for best in game optimizations)

3. High Res. Modeling in zBrush only on hero objects such as Cathedral and water 

fountains.

  

C. Color Rendering

A series of color renderings will be created after the low res. modeling is build, 



3D environment is laid out and blocked with simple primitive objects. Paint-over 

technique will be applied to define additional shape details, color pallets and lighting 

atmospheres for pre-visualizations. This pre-production is necessary to avoid 

costly errors in design and 3D productions. Initial cameras will be set and placed 

in selected in-game environments; studied the difference in compositions, lighting 

and surface treatments. Render images will be made and compared for production 

progress each step away.

  

D. Texture Mapping

Color Scheme is defined based on the theme of the environment architectures. eg, 

various of social classes represent different building materials and styles. These 

reference is will be collected from relevant photo reference, further modified in color, 

design and details for in-game assets. (Select texture group based upon various 

materials)

  

E. Level Design and LOD

The general terrains of the ring city and walk paths will be sculpted in Unreal. All 

assets created in 3D Max will be imported into Unreal as static mashes. Group of 

objects will be loaded into the level to test the frame rate in order to optimize for the 

ultimate performance.

 

VII. Conclusion

  
  



 
 


